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Q: How to implement events in a webplayer which uses one window for all file types? I have a web player which shows a video. When I click the play button, a window pops up, and the movie starts playing. If I click the play button again while the movie is still playing, then another window pops up, and the movie stops. So far, so good. But what if I click the
play button while the movie is already paused? It should be the same as above, but a different window opens. The only difference is that this new window should have focus, but still be able to close itself. Is this possible? My guess is that I should use named window events (I thought so but now I have doubts). A: If I understand correctly, you're using webkit's
"fullscreen" API. I'm assuming you've tried to implement it yourself, using whatever means are commonly available (e.g. resize(), and using a transparent background in your popups, instead of (e.g.) using opacity). The best thing for your current scenario is to find a library that implements fullscreen specifically for webkit. This means you don't need to worry
about whether it works on different browsers. And it is very easy to implement yourself, which will also improve your quality of implementation. The library I'm recommending is Dolphin Player. See FullScreen. Q: Make an item selected when the textview containing the selected item has a certain length So I'm trying to make a listView with only two options
that would have the same effect as if I was on Instagram and I can't seem to make it. So first I have a class that makes the item selected and disable it. So far I've managed to make it disabled when the textview is not long enough. But once I disable it I want the item to become active again. I'm trying to find a way to get the textView that has the item with
the longest name. public class SelectorAdapter extends ArrayAdapter { public SelectorAdapter(Context context, int resource, List items) { super(context, resource, items); } public View getView(int position, View convertView, ViewGroup parent) {
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